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Sonic City is built around the author’s serendipitous meeting with ‘Kiang’, bassist for popular 

1960s and 1970s Singapore band The Straydogs, while shopping for a guitar at Guitar 77 in 

Peninsula Shopping Centre where the musician was working as store manager. The author 

becomes part of an impromptu-formed band, Blues 77, with Kiang and other members of The 

Straydogs, while studying their lived musical experiences through ‘sonic ethnography’ (18). This 

involves reconstructing and reliving past and present narratives of ‘vernacular heritage’ in 

Singapore, including tours to other parts of Southeast Asia which are nevertheless experienced 

and understood through a Singaporean lens. 

 

There are five chapters with two outer sections, ‘Overture’ and ‘Coda’, serving as the book’s 

beginning and ending, respectively. ‘Overture’ recounts the author’s serendipitous meeting with 

Kiang, interspersed with the author’s prior fieldwork into Javanese kroncong practices. The first 

chapter, ‘Crossroads’, continues this narrative with the intersection of The Straydogs and Blues 

77 while creating, rehearsing, and performing. The second chapter involves a trip to ‘Katong’, 

where Kiang and his band members relive their experiences growing up in that cosmopolitan 

neighbourhood in the 1960s. The third chapter, ‘Sonic Scales and Urban Life’, reflects on the 

changes and challenges of relocating performance venues, hinging on the sonic geography of 

‘spatio-sonic scales in an urban milieu’ (65). The fourth chapter ‘Sonic Circuits’ reveals details 

of Blues 77’s performance tours in selected Southeast Asian cities. The fifth chapter, ‘Heritage’, 

is where the author argues for placing The Straydogs as part of the local heritage and ‘vernacular 



tradition’ of Singapore (118). The ‘Coda’ attempts a peroration of the narratives accumulated 

from the serendipitous encounter through local and international performances. 

 

Filling in at 166 pages and 45 images (not the 288 pages and 48 images as originally advertised), 

Sonic City is not without problems in attempting to replicate the situated practice of Ferzacca’s 

earlier sonic ethnography of kroncong in the context of rock music in urban Singapore. There is 

little to dispute the very creditable scholarship as a global reference point, but how sonic ethnography 

is applied and is made relevant to the Singapore context is problematic. Playing rock music comes 

inevitably with attendant affordances of instrumental amplification and distortion, at varying 

decibel levels and drawing mixed responses. Ferzacca’s impressionistic descriptions of ‘noisy 

people’ (1), ‘noise pollution and urban soundscapes’ (3) and ‘Formula One racing cars mak[ing] 

a great deal of noise’ (26) in the context of an industrialised, urbanised city state is in stark 

contrast to the very carefully nuanced and contextualised understanding of noise and attendant 

behaviours in the author’s fieldwork in Yogyakarta, Indonesia (10-18). Sonic ethnography in the 

Singapore context suffers from a more casual treatment of noise because of the conflation with 

pollution and public nuisance. 

 

If sonic ethnography includes musicianship, Sonic City reads as a privileging of Blues 77 over 

The Straydogs of the past, with the author relying instead on the ‘legendary status Kiang holds’ 

(9). What is less critically examined is Kiang’s curatorial preferences and practices beyond The 

Straydogs, such as playing bass for a Pink Floyd tribute band The Machine and a 1980s and 

1990s rock music cover band Khan Kontrol into the present and future, and the nature, 

relationship and relevance of these and other current musical practices he pursues alongside 

Blues 77. 

 

Time and timing of resources on sonic ethnography forms the second concern. If a ‘moral panic’ 

(7-8) about rock music had emerged in the mass-print conveyance of state-apparatus responses, 

how were the Straydogs enabled to their rise to prominence in 1966? The Straydogs performed at 

Singapore’s then most iconic public-funded performing venue, the National Theatre, the same 

venue where The Hollies played the theme song from the ‘banned’ film ‘Woodstock’ (de Silva 

1971, 4). To identify the repertoire of The Straydogs and Blues 77 with ‘making rock music and 



urban life in Singapore’ (book title, and 9) overlooks the wider presence of rock music in the 

local community and state-backed institutions, most prominently the Malay-language rock band 

Sweet Charity (with their iconic vocalist Ramli Sarip) who also performed at the National 

Theatre. Popular music performances (including rock music) continued at this publicly-funded 

venue until December 1982. Juxtaposing a sonic ethnography of The Straydogs in attempting to 

reconstruct their lived narratives in a Singapore of the 1960s and 1970s with the present day does 

not help with a coherent contextualisation of musical habits and habitat between these decades. If 

the author observes that ‘Singaporean rockers of the 1960s remain most unrecognized by state-

sponsored heritage projects’ (118) and ‘official projects directed at the 1960s Singaporean music 

scene…. have kept these social and behavioural problems at a safe distance’ (126-127), how did 

The Straydogs and Blues 77 get to perform in state-sponsored heritage settings (60-61, 133)? 

 

There are several minor editorial errors in the book when it comes to correct citations and the 

names of institutions, as well as a few more significant lapses. Portions of the third chapter 

‘Sonic Scales and Urban Life’ (65-96) have provenance in earlier work by Ferzacca (2018, 2020), 

although these prior publications are not acknowledged in Sonic City. In one of these earlier articles he 

highlights the reason for the 2012 relocation of the performance venue Hood Bar and Café as being 

‘…partly because the Muslim owner decided to renovate the location for a boutique hotel...’ (Ferzacca 

2018, 166), but this is not mentioned in the relevant chapter of the book. A sentence reading ‘Tamil 

ritual drumming was outlawed’ (65) refers to Sykes (2015), who indicates how ritual drumming 

was banned since the 1970s and subject to government restrictions (502-503), but the urumi 

melam (Tamil ritual drums) returned to Thaipusam processions in 2016. The unchanged apprisal 

by the author (based in Singapore during this period) is curious. More substantively, Ferzacca 

attributes the concept of ‘devices of saturation’ (14-16; 93, 136) to Foucault (2007, 45), but this 

is not the same as Foucault’s ‘disciplinary saturation’. 

 

Summarily, Ferzacca’s sonic ethnography is well supported by scholarship on broader human 

relational capital, with accompanying observations throughout the Blues 77 ‘Overture’ and ‘Coda’. 

However, the author’s repeated references to behaviours such as indulgent alcoholic consumption, 

chauvinism and ‘talking cock’ (73) as ‘noises’ are unfortunately reductive. Unlike the author’s care 

with kroncong practices, these ‘noises’ of the Singapore rock scene are not given deeper readings. The 



sonic ethnography of the considerable wealth of musicianship (and noise), from The Straydogs 

members through Blues 77, The Machine and Khan Kontrol, with Kiang as a pivotal persona(e), is 

not treated in adequate depth. This is unfortunate, since musicianship is part of the emergent sense-

making and meaning-making of human habit and habitat. Ultimately, as an attempt at a sonic 

ethnography of urban Singapore through an over projection of Blues 77, Sonic City reads as a missed 

opportunity. 
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